Hello,

Christie Gelsomino

This newsletter was created by the request of my Aunt
Anna Belle that wants "Motivation for Organization."
She and I were just talking a few days ago and she
said, "Christie, I just don't have the Motivation for
Organization." Now I have seen my Aunt's home and
on the surface she looks organized but maybe it's
those drawers, closets, closed off bedrooms, or even
the hidden boxes from the past that are causing her to
feel unmotivated to become organized.
Well, I am pretty sure that my Aunt is not the only
person without the motivation for organization. Even
for myself, I often lack the motivation desire to do
something, so I can understand. So, how about you,
are you motivated to organize? Do you say, if only I
could get organized? If only I had the motivation?
Does your lack of motivation for organization carry
over into other projects too: motivation to exercise,
motivation to read those books that are collecting
dust, motivation to take classes, motivation to
save money for a vacation, motivation for all your
desires in life?
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Please continue reading this newsletter for some
great Motivation for Organization tips.
Thank you,
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Scrapbook Designer
Motivation for Organization Tip for Scrapbooking:
1. Enjoyment of your pictures! Your pictures tell your
story of your life and with those people in your life.
What is more motivating than reliving those great
memories of your family and friends at the special
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events that you all shared?
2. Sharing with others. I recently made up a
scrapbook album, a photo book and a digital book for
my mom from three very different sets of
pictures/events. She loves them all. Great motivation
for me is seeing other people enjoying my pictures
that I can share with them.
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3. There is a time and a place to be creative or not
creative. Are you creative? Do you have the
motivation to be creative? Are you NOT creative? Do
you have no desire to find that motivation to be
creative? Either way, whether or not if you are creative
or not, scrapbooking or photo preserving, you need the
motivation to put your photos together.
Where does your motivation END with your photos?
1. Do your photos stay forever on the memory card in
the digital camera to never be looked at again?
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2. Do you get your photos printed and that's it, just
printed? They stay forever in those envelopes from the
printer and never get looked at again?
3. Do you only upload your photos to share with only
those online? Well, what about those people that aren't
online, how do they get to view your photos?
4. Do you have countless number boxes of photos not
being looked at all because they are a crazy mess?
Motivation to sort through those boxes may never
come.
Where does your scrapbook/photo motivation
stop? Where do you want your scrapbook/photo
motivation to start?
Need some motivation help with your photos?
Please, don't hesitate to use that small bit
motivation that you may have to contact me for a
scrapbook/photo session. Together we will find
the motivation for organization for your photos!
Christie Gelsomino
Scrapbook Designer

Vision to be Organized
Motivation for Organization tip for Home
Organizing
Closets, drawers, boxes, piles, rooms: What space in
your home needs some serious "Motivation for
Organization?" Where do we find this motivation if we
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can't even find the top of the dining room table?
Motivation for organization is like any other motivation
that is needed to do something and to just get it done.
Motivation to exercise: just do it. Motivation to read
books: just do it. Motivation to take a class: just do it.
Motivation to save money for a vacation: just do
it. It's starting to sound like the Nike commercial. My
point is, that if you think you lack the motivation to get
organized, then you just need to do it. Organize a
drawer today. Organize the dining room table
tomorrow. Organize the office desk piles next week.
Organize the garage this weekend. Organize the kids
playroom over the summer while they are at camp.
Find your SMALLEST block of time so that you can
organize your smallest drawer or find your LARGEST
block of time so that you can organize your garage.
The motivation for organization is finding the time and
blocking out that time to organize what you need to
organize.
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Now go organize something!
And if you need some help, please don't hesitate
to use that small bit of organization motivation to
contact me for an organizing session.
Christie Gelsomino
Vision to be Organized

Photo Organizing Workshop date and location
annoucement coming soon! Wait for it!
Thank you for reading
this February Newsletter!
Christie Gelsomino
Scrapbook Designer
Professional Organizer
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